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Abstract: Analogy-based design is an effective approach for innovative design. However, existing
research on analogy design mainly focuses on methods to form innovative schemes, without consid-
ering feasibility or practicality in applications. This research proposes a multi-analogy innovation
design (M-AID) model based on analogy in both design-centric complexity (DCC) and solution of
inventive problems (TRIZ). To improve practicality, digital twin (DT) is introduced to apply real
design information, manufacturing production data, and maintenance information in the design
process. The method includes six steps: (1) analyze a target product based on users and market
requirements to synthesize general function requirements; (2) acquire analogy function source us-
ing knowledge base and patent base; (3) call digital twin resources to obtain real product data for
the design; (4) reduce the complexity of the design system after fusion using DCC theory; (5) use
TRIZ to solve problems of design conflicts; and (6) evaluate design solutions according to product
requirements. The current proposed method enhances the design scheme feasibility and reduces
the number of iterations from the conceptual scheme to the final scheme in the design process, thus
improving the efficiency of the innovative design process. The applicability of the currently proposed
method is demonstrated through exemplification of innovative design of a dust removal system for a
solar panel.

Keywords: multi-analogy innovation design; analogy-based design; digital twin; design-centric
complexity; TRIZ

1. Introduction

Analogy-based design (ABD) is a creative thinking/reasoning method from episte-
mology. Existing successful examples are referred and analogized as source and inspiration
to solve relevant problems in innovation design [1–3]. Analogy-based design involves iden-
tifying similar functions or behaviors in existing products to obtain innovative principles
and schemes through scenario analysis. The correlations among product structure (S) −>
behavior (B) −> function (F) are mapped to establish a classical SBF model [4]. The anal-
ogy can be combined with solution of inventive problems (TRIZ) by scenario analysis to
explore unforeseen potentials by the traditional design method to be accounted for in the
innovative design [5]. Normative theory of analogy-based design (also known as model-
based analogy) can transfer design principles from source cases to target problems [6].
A design process of complex systems can also be availed by analogy between mechanical
and biological systems [7].

Although there are different studies of the analogy design method, existing analogy
design research mainly focuses on the formation of design schemes, whereas it leaves out
the feasibility or practicality in applications. This is because most of the above studies
stay at the level of subjective analogy, only focusing on the qualitative description of the
similarity between source design and target design, but lack of understanding of the actual
situation of similar systems.
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To this gap, this paper proposes a method to combine digital twin (DT) technology
with the analogy design process for enhancing the quantitative thinking during the analogy
design process so that to improve the practical feasibility of design schemes. During the
analogy design process not only the similarity of the system but also the manufacturing, and
maintenance data between the digital model and physical prototype of source systems can
be considered by designers. The practical relevance of the new design is thus substantially
promoted.

The concept of twins first appeared in the Apollo project in the United States. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) built a model of space vehicles
using ground twin of space aircraft. The concept of digital twin (DT) was proposed for
its application model and to identify its advantages and impact on national strategic
objectives [8]. DT is discussed further in the context of Industry 4.0, and the conceptual
explanation and development prospects of DT are elaborated upon [9]. For product
lifecycle management, DT is defined as virtual digital representation equivalent to the
physical product that helps reduce uncertainties in product development [10]. Digital twin
technologies provide an effective way to improve authenticity of information in design
process. Extensive studies have used DTs to improve product design. For example, DT
was used in design planning and identification, conceptual design, specific design, detailed
design, and virtual verification [11]. A product DT was applied to collect required data
in an iterative design process of complex systems [12]. A baseline DT object-oriented
framework was obtained to facilitate the collaboration of different DT classes to provide
benefits above and beyond what is provided by individual DTs [13].

It can be seen that researchers have made some contributions to the overall framework
and mode of digital twin-driven product design. However, there is no research that
combines digital twin technology with an analogy design concept to make contributions to
product innovation design. This study believes that it is of great research significance to
combine digital twinning technology with analogical design so as to carry out innovative de-
sign of products according to existing product knowledge, data and historical experience.

The combination of DT technology and analogical design is a new pathway for in-
novative design. On this basis, this research proposes a multi-analogy innovation design
(M-AID) model in which design-centric complexity (DCC) for reducing the complexity
system and TRIZ for solving problems. To improve practicality, DT is introduced to apply
real design information, manufacturing production data, and maintenance information
in analogy design process. Thus, the currently proposed model enables product design
to meet customer requirements and the manufacturing process. Combining digital twin
technology and the analogy process to integrate product information, manufacturing data,
and maintenance information, this research improves innovation design feasibility or
practicality.

The contributions of this research are as follows:

• A multi-analogy innovation design method is proposed by combining analogy theory,
DT, DCC and TRIZ.

• The currently proposed M-AID process model improves the practical feasibility of
innovative schemes through DT to integrate data pertinent to customer requirements,
the manufacturing process, etc, in the design process.

• The currently proposed model improves design efficiency, shortens the design cycle,
and saves resources for product innovation process.

The remaining context of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 introduces the
relevant tools and theoretical framework for the currently proposed M-AID process model.
The process model of M-AID (not an intelligent retrieval method) is described in Section 3.
Section 4 demonstrates the application procedure and results of the currently proposed
M-AID process model for specific projects. Section 5 evaluates the proposed method and
solution. Conclusions are drawn and intended future studies are briefed in Section 6.
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2. Related Works

This section introduces the theoretical framework for the currently proposed M-AID
process model.

2.1. Analogy Design

With analogy, similarity in specific characteristics for two processes or designs are
identified to cast forward the successful design concept/technique of one process or design
to the design of the other. Analogy design is an effective innovation method to apply
analogy reasoning in product design [14]. Classic analogy design concept is indicated in
Figure 1. It uses an existing successful scheme as design source and required design as
design target to identify their similarity to avail design solution [15,16]. Assuming that
initial and final states of source design are A and B in Figure 1, initial and final states of
target design are A′ and B′, respectively. There are relations of β and β′ between initial
and final states, that is, A generates B through β and A′ generates B′ through β′. At the
same time, there is a certain similarity α between A and A′, and thus β is adaptive for β′.
In target design, ideal design B′ can be obtained according to A′ and β′ with reference to
similarity α′ between B and B′.
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Figure 1. Concept of analogy design [17].

On this basis, Tan et al. [17] proposed a two-stage analogy model, as shown in Figure 2,
which combines TRIZ and an episodic memory module to solve domain problems for
innovative conceptual solutions.
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In Figure 2, the process of first level analogy is similar to Figure 1, and the results of
the analogy serve as innovative design scenarios, that is, the TRIZ special solution and case
design are references for future design. In the second level analogy, unexpected discoveries
(UXDs) generate a new target through the design agent, and pass it to object design via
matching to derive the modified objective design. Design agent proposes multiple UXDs
based on its own design experience, understanding of domain problems and the scenarios
provided, and constantly revises the object design. Final objective designs are domain
solution. In the process of second level analogy, l indicates learning, p represents perception,
r refers to determination, mc denotes matching, and mp implies mapping.

An analogy framework can interpret and cast forward core concepts into the design
context for new products in analogy design [18]. The correlation between the analogy
source and target problem solving can be quantitatively expressed by a product similarity
function matrix for product innovation using TRIZ [15]. Analogy design methods can
also help explain design immobilization [19]. Murphy et al. [20] proposed a patent-based
method for an alternative analogue search function carrier. Liu et al. [15] proposed a
conceptual design process model based on TRIZ and functional analogy using a similarity
matrix to quantitatively specify similarity of functions in analogy process and screen
analogy results. Jia et al. [14] proposed a R-SBF analogy design model that integrates
design knowledge flow, structure, behavior, and function to promote analogy design for
the process of knowledge retrieval via research.

In spite of progress in research on analogy design, existing research on analogy design
focuses on only constructing conceptual schemes based on similar knowledge, structure,
behavior, and function of the product. Consequential pertinence of the schemes for practical
applicability should also be improved. To this objective, this study engages digital twin
technology in context of analogy design to improve the feasibility of design solution via
digitalizing physical information in the analogy design process.

2.2. Digital Twin Knowledge Base

Digital twin is the virtual representation of physical objects, such as various man-
ufacturing resources [21]. It has been extensively applied in industrial designs to avail
comparatively tangible design. Specifically, Tao et al. [22,23] proposed a 5D model of
digital twinning for information and physics system integration, information physics data
fusion, and virtual–real bidirectional connection and interaction. Wu et al. [24] proposed
a conceptual modeling method for intelligent vehicles based on 5D digital twin model
and created a conceptual intelligent vehicle design. To continuously improve products
design model and physical product, 3D experience platform based on DT was built for
user interactive feedback information [25]. To collect and execute big data for system
optimization and reconfiguration, a remanufacturing collaboration model was combined
with communication ability and a fine perception control function using DT [26]. DT with
ontology was applied to capture the diversity and quantity of data in a complex engineering
system [27]. DTs have also been used for product innovation and redesign [28,29]. Inspired
by these studies, some enterprises wish to build their own digital twin knowledge base
for information relating to their existing products. The information is then used in design
process of new products. A conceptual model for establishing a digital twin knowledge
base is shown in Figure 3.
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From Figure 3, establishment of a digital twin knowledge base mainly relies on existing
digital twin technology. The product service platform records product information, manu-
facturing data, assembly data and other relevant data. At the same time, the product service
platform can also collect product market data, operational data, etc., and aggregate various
data information into a data twin knowledge base through supporting data transmission
services. Information collection and control equipment can collect device parameters and
operational data of the product physical entity, and establish an information channel be-
tween physical prototype and its digital model. This information can also be aggregated
into digital twin knowledge base. When serving product design, digital twin knowledge
base can output collected simulation data and forecast data to assist designers in designing
new products. Similarly, the design process and design information of new products can
also be stored in digital twin knowledge base for subsequent recall. The establishment of
a digital twin knowledge base can enable enterprises to form a closed loop from product
design to product application, and greatly enhance the sustainable competitiveness of
enterprise products.

The digital twin knowledge base of a product can be mainly divided into three parts:
the product model base, product data base and product knowledge base [30–33]. Schematic
for digital twin knowledge base is shown in Figure 4.
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Product model base:
Product model base is mainly used to input and store the product’s structural infor-

mation (2D, 3D, etc.) with a specified retrieval path.
The process of applying product model base is as follows:

(1) Create a geometric model of product digital twin.
(2) Construct a static size of the virtual space entity using data of existing physical static

components. Sensors installed in the entity can provide real-time update data of
dynamic components in the entity.

(3) Integrate environmental constraints into the simulation platform and upload and save
entity data through the transport layer (ZigBee, WiFi, Ethernet, etc.).
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When data in the model base are required, the data can be called through AutoCAD,
SolidWorks, and other software to directly complete abstract modeling in the early design
stage of the new product.

Product data base:
Product data base processes design information data generated in the design process,

entity operation data generated by the monitoring system in the manufacturing process,
and data in the maintenance stage, so as to streamline design information.

The main process of applying product data base is as follows:

(1) Corresponding data are transmitted to a data conversion unit through the transmission
layer, and the required data are filtered to reduce the data processing volume, and
thus improve running speed.

(2) By establishing an index, data information is transmitted to a corresponding database
storage unit and the information is classified and stored to facilitate subsequent calls.

To speed up the retrieval of required product information, calling the data in the
database can be facilitated through the software LabVIEW. Storage of information in the
product data base can ensure that various types of product information are readily available,
information distortion is minimal, and there is continuous accumulation for subsequent
knowledge expression and calculation.

Product knowledge base:
Product knowledge base comprises the learning, sorting, and practical application of

information to serve as reference for designers. It includes an auxiliary learning model and
a knowledge reasoning model.

In an auxiliary learning model, data are learned and analyzed and algorithm is used
to train data samples to realize mapping of module resources and knowledge.

In a knowledge reasoning model, through semantic analysis and knowledge man-
agement, combined with the product module resources obtained in the auxiliary learning
model, existing product functions are screened and matched so as to quickly determine
similar functions of the descendant system.

Effective knowledge management has become an important measure for manufactur-
ing enterprises to shorten the design cycles of new products and gain market competitive-
ness. A knowledge base via digital twin for an enterprise integrates and streamline complex
and random design information. Thus, the information can be manageable and traceable
as a ready reference for new design. It allows for comprehension of processing, fusion, and
invocation of design information. In this way, it can reduce workload of designers and
improve the efficiency and quality of product design. More details and the specific use
process of the digital twin knowledge base will be presented during exemplification of the
currently proposed method in Sections 3.2 and 4.

2.3. Theory of Inventive Problem Solving

TRIZ is prioritized as a tool for solving problems accurately and quickly. TRIZ
contains 39 general engineering parameters, 40 invention principles, and 76 standard
solutions. TRIZ tools also include laws of technological evolution, technical conflicts, phys-
ical conflicts, material-field analysis, and resource analysis. Increasing the applicability of
TRIZ theory is attributed to continuous exploration and advances on the basis of classical
TRIZ by many researchers.

Addressing limitations of classical TRIZ, Chinkatham et al. [34] proposed IDM-TRIZ
to process broader and more complex problems. Baldussu et al. [35] suggested an improved
process of describing natural solutions in an engineering way. A method was also proposed
accordingly to describe technology using natural information as a source of inspiration by
studying problems in the problem-solving process of TRIZ and biomimicry. To tackle the
TRIZ problem of lacking a dominant mode in industrial organizations, Borgianni et al. [36]
evaluated influence of TRIZ learning (tools and logic) on individual talent from four as-
pects: test definition, assessment criteria, comparisons, and related criteria. Frillici et al. [37]
identified the most suitable TRIZ tools for each generally effective step in conceptual design
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process, improving classical design process by combining it with TRIZ knowledge base.
To optimize process of describing conflict in TRIZ problem solving, Rousselot et al. [38]
proposed a formal definition of conflict and its potential operation in design of inventions.
Yan et al. [39,40] developed an intelligent knowledge management system, IngeniousTRIZ,
which availed application of TRIZ models and knowledge at different levels of abstrac-
tion. An extended latent semantic analysis model was proposed to detect missing link
between TRIZ knowledge sources. Sheu et al. [41] proposed an enhanced version of TRIZ
philosophy based on four philosophical pillars of classical TRIZ, bridging gap between
basic theory and effective practical application. Wu et al. [24] introduced a digital twin
framework in conceptual design phase to guide modeling process. TRIZ functional model
was then modified according to this framework to focus on components of the model
and their interactions. Components, behaviors, and rules of digital twin model were also
systematically expressed. Sauli et al. [42] proposed a design analysis method combining
TRIZ and CAD through effective modeling, which helped to solve key problems of satel-
lite loader components in conceptual design stage. Kandukuri et al. [43] developed an
Enhanced TRIZ (ETRIZ) matrix that assembled and customized existing remanufacturing
and additive manufacturing guidelines. In addition to overcoming design-related conflicts
originating from remanufacturing, ETRIZ helps increase use of additive manufacturing in
remanufacturing.

With the rapid development of computer technology, researchers have proposed
that TRIZ can be combined with computer technology to optimize the innovative design
process. As a result, computer-aided innovation (CAI) with TRIZ and ontology as the
core is composed of advanced technologies, such as network technology, modern design
methodology, semantic processing technology, and graphic interaction.

Many research scholars have conducted research on CAI technical tools. Leon [44]
integrated marketing analysis, problems solving, product optimization design, and CAI
technology tools to form a new innovation model. Hüsig et al. [45] introduced development
stages of CAI technology from perspective of new product development. With support
of innovative design and information technology, Hüsig et al. [45] proposed application,
classification, potential role, and development trend of CAI technology in new product
development process. Cugini et al. [46] proposed integrate CAI optimization and PLM
system, optimizing system complementarity to improve product development cycle be-
cause conceptual design schemes form CAI technology cannot smoothly export to CAD.
Flores et al. [47] summarized current status of CAI technology tools, studied the next devel-
opment stage of CAI Open CAI 2.0, and detailed impact of CAI technology development
on different fields. Zhang et al. [48] and others proposed design process of creating an
innovative scheme-forming knowledge-driving structure design.

Thanks to the efforts of a great many researchers, TRIZ theory has been continuously
improved and developed towards a more rigorous and intelligent direction. Problems in
the design process can be solved well using TRIZ.

3. Framework and Process Model of Multi-Analogy Innovation Design
3.1. Framework of Multi-Analogy Innovation Design

This study proposes a method to improve innovative design feasibility by integrating
digital twin and analogy. Combining analogy through DCC, TRIZ, and knowledge base of
digital twin, a multi-analogy innovative design framework is constructed, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

From Figure 5, the process for implementation of the currently proposed method a
consists of the followings:

• Obtaining a reference source system by analogy for the design target;
• Constructing a digital system of the reference source system through analogy between

knowledge base of digital twin and patent library;
• Analyzing conditions and environments of source system for specific product functions

and digital system;
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• Integrating real and digital systems and solving complexity problems that arise during
the integration of multiple specific systems through complexity analogy;

• Using TRIZ tools to solve problems in the system for design solutions for the target
product.
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3.2. Process Model of Multi-Analogy Innovation Design

In the multi-analogy innovative design framework, this research conducts an in-depth
study of the innovative design process and proposes a multi-analogy innovative design
process model based on digital twin. The Main process of the currently proposed M-AID
model includes six steps, as shown in Figure 6. The steps are specified as follows.
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Step 1: Analyze users’ needs.
The design goal, total function, and constraints of the system are determined based on

the design requirements.
Step 2: Analyze product functions, search for analog sources, and derive the analog

function source.
(a) Through function decomposition [49], the total function can be analyzed to deter-

mine the sub-functions and function units. Usually, Verb (V) + Noun (N) is used to denote
a single function. On the other hand, in the process of obtaining the functional principle, a
single function is described by Act (A) + Target (T).

Execution object (EO) A can be obtained by acquiring functional principles. A complete
functional principle can be formulated as

f = {EO, A, T} (1)

By similarity analysis among EO, A and T, it yields

f = {EO, A, T} ≈ {EOsimilar, Asimilar, Tsimilar} = fsimilar (2)

(b) By identifying similar functions fsimilar−i in the existing knowledge base according
to the similarity-of-the-function principle from the total function to the function unit,
function set FI can then be constituted:

FI = ∑n
i=1 fsimilar−i (3)

where fsimilar−i = {EOsimilar−i, Asimilar−i, Tsimilar−i}i = 1, 2, · · · n.
(c) The unfound functions are abstracted and retrieved in the patent database to obtain

similar functions fsimilar−j to construct function set FJ :

FJ = ∑m
j=1 fsimilar−j (4)

where fsimilar−j =
{

EOsimilar−j, Asimilar−j, Tsimilar−j

}
j = 1, 2, · · ·m.

(d) Functional requirements and external resources are analyzed to identify missed
manufacturing sources and the super-system in existing functional sets. This bridges
manufacturing system and super-system to determine function fsimilar−k, which constitutes
function set FK:

FK = ∑t
k=1 fsimilar−k (5)

where fsimilar−k = {EOsimilar−k, Asimilar−k, Tsimilar−k}k = 1, 2, · · · t.
Due to similarity of the searching process, the functions obtained can largely meet the

requirements of the new generation system, that is, all functions are valid to constitute set
FN , thus

FN ≈ FI + FJ + FK = ∑n
i=1 fsimilar−i + ∑m

j=1 fsimilar−j + ∑t
k=1 fsimilar−k (6)

Step 3: Collect digital models of the new generation system.
According to the results of Step 2, the process calls the knowledge base of the digital

twin and retrieves the corresponding digital system after the retrieval model is formed
according to the functional principle. The retrieval process is shown in Figure 7. Source
system should exhibit functions that are most similar to total function of target system,
its function set F1 are retrieved from library. Gap between target system and source
system, i.e., function set f1, is specified. Process then retrieves source system similar to f1
to construct F2 and searches gap between F2 and f1 to specify f2 until all analog source
systems are explored. It is desirable that all similar functions and their corresponding
systems in source database are identified. For instance if some functions cannot be found
due to insufficiency of the database, all the similar functions should be searched
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After locating a digital model similar to the source system in the knowledge base of the
digital twin, the geometric model of the target system can be built as shown in Figure 8. The
target system is contrived and displayed virtually/digitally to replicate the physical entities.
The model is subsequently modified according to requirements for feasible applications
based on the actual data of the original digital twin.
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Step 4: Perform system integration and complexity analysis.
All functions of the new product FN are composed of function sets FI , FJ and FK.

However, FN is not a simple linear addition of these function sets. Both interactions between
new and old functions should be considered. Accordingly, Equation (6) is reformulated as
follows,

FN ≈ FI + FJ + FK = ∑n
i=1 fsimilar−i + ∑m

j=1 fsimilar−j + ∑t
k=1 fsimilar−k (7)

+∑n
i=1 ∑t

k=1 ρik · fsimilar−i · fsimilar−k+∑m
j=1 ∑t

k=1 ρjk · fsimilar−j · fsimilar−k

where ρij, ρik, and ρjk are coupling coefficients between fsimilar−i and fsimilar−j, fsimilar−i
and fsimilar−k, fsimilar−j and fsimilar−k, respectively.

These couplings among functions lead to system complexity. When integrating the
digital model of a new system, it is necessary to consider the complexity characteristics of
nonlinearity, strong coupling, time-varying characteristics, and openness among different
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functions and different modules [50,51]. Therefore, during system fusion, DCC theory can
be combined with complexity analogy in Figure 5 to analyze the function complexity of the
system for decomposition, and thus to reduce complexity. The specific process is shown in
Figure 9.
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Step 5: Build functional model and use TRIZ to solve problems.
This step combines function and structure information with the functional principle

obtained in Step 2 and expresses it graphically to construct a functional model of the new
system, as shown in Figure 10.

According to TRIZ analogy in Figure 5, functional or structural problems that still
appear in the system after fusion are analyzed by converting them into TRIZ problems to
formulate the target system.
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Step 6: Perform scheme screening.
Since multiple sources of analogy will be implemented in the analogy process and

the derived target system can also be multiple, duplicate solutions of the target system
are then screened. A criterion for evaluation of the plan from the perspective of device
complexity and economy is established to identify the best scheme. Five evaluation criteria
are: Complexity (complexity of scheme), Effect (realization effect of function), Consumption
resource (resource consumption of system during use), Economy (project construction cost),
Constraint condition (constraints in implementation of scheme), as shown in Table 1.
Final evaluation value S of the scheme is calculated by formula in Table 1 according to
evaluation result.

Table 1. Evaluation criteria for scheme.

Evaluation
Conditions Complexity 1 Effect 2 Consumption

Resource 3 Economy 4 Constraint
Condition 5 S

Weight w 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.25 0.25

5
∑

i=1
ωiqiValue ranges q

−1 × n
(number of
functions)

1 to 4
(poor)

−1 × (1 to 4)
(poor)

1 to 4
(poor) −1 × n

(number of
constraints)

5 to 8
(general)

−1 × (5 to 8)
(general)

5 to 8
(general)

9 to 10
(good)

−1 × (9 to 10)
(higher)

9 to 10
(good)

4. Case Study

A solar panel dust removal system was designed by applying the currently proposed
method. Solar panels convert sunlight into electricity. However, dust accumulation on
the solar panel surface during service reduces the conversion efficiency of the panel by
30% to 40% and even negates service life of solar panel. Areas with sufficient light energy
feature climate characteristics of a dry climate (thus, are dusty), low precipitation, and a
tendency to accumulate dust on solar panels. Therefore, it is required to design a dust
removal system for solar panels. The currently proposed method was applied in the design
of a solar panel dust removal system. The six steps for the design are specified as follows.

Step 1: Evaluate the specific requirement situations. For example, in desert areas
at high altitudes, the problem of dust accumulation on the surface of solar panels under
perennial operation is prominent, reducing the working efficiency of the solar panels and
shortening their service life.
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Considering the cost of manual cleaning, difficulty in operating large-scale cleaning
equipment, and shortage of water resources, there is an urgent need for an efficient dust
removal device for solar panels.

Step 2: Obtain the analogy function sources of the dust removal system for the
solar panel.

(a) Functional decomposition of overall function is shown in Figure 11a.
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(b) A resource data base is formulated to identify a similar system to the solar tracking
power generation system. Execution objects are Asimilar, Tsimilar, and EOsimilar according to
acquisition principle of functions in Table 2.

Table 2. Function and principle of similar systems.

I V N Asimilar Tsimilar EOsimilar

11 Generate Electricity Generate Electricity Solar cell panel
12 Depot Electricity Depot Electricity Cell
13 Supply Electricity Provide power Light sensor Cell
14 Supply Electricity Provide power Control system Cell
15 Monitor Direction Detect Sunlight Light sensor
16 Rotate horizontally Cell panel Rotate horizontally Solar cell panel Horizontal motor
17 Rotate vertically Cell panel Rotate vertically Solar cell panel Vertical motor
18 Drive Motor1 Drive Motor1 Control system
19 Drive Motor2 Drive Motor2 Control system

(c) Since no dust removal analogy source can be found in the existing knowledge base,
“dust removal” is generalized and second analogy is carried out with regard to the patent
base. Four similar systems are identified, i.e., car wipers, high-pressure water guns, hair
dryers, and vacuum cleaners, as shown in Figure 11b. Amongst them, function sets F2,
F3, and F4 have dust removal as the main function. Main function of set F5 is not dust
removal. Instead, it belongs to a system with similar functions. Combination of F1 and F2
forms a preliminary function set A; combination of F1 and F3 forms a preliminary function
set B; and unification of F1, F4, and F5 forms a preliminary function set C, as shown in
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Figure 11a, in which, fij (i = 1,2,3 . . . ; j = 1,2,3 . . . ) is the code of the j-th sub-function in
the i-th function set.

(d) Missing products and super-systems in three the preliminary schemes (gray shad-
ing in Tables A1–A3 in Appendix A) as well as interactions between them and system
components are then identified. The functions contained in the three systems are FNA, FNB,
and FNC, as shown in Appendix A.

Step 3: According to the functional principle obtained in Step 2, acquire the corre-
sponding digital twin model by analogy in the knowledge base of digital twin, as shown in
Figure 11c.

Knowledge base of solar energy alignment system is identified as reference scheme.
Digital twin model and information on high-pressure water cannon and vacuum cleaner
are purchased from two design agencies and then imported into existing knowledge base.
Digital model and information on wiper were obtained from team of vehicles of a university.
Digital twin model of hair dryer was adapted from a certified hair dryer.

The search tool is shown in Figure 12a. The search interface can select search mode
in part 1©; in part 2©, function number can be selected and entry of function description is
entered; part 3© is control button; parts 4© and 5© are interface after function search, where
a similar system can be selected; part 6© is function description interface of selected source
system, in which green font has similar function as input in part 2©; and part 7© is display
interface of the system; button of link below the picture can be linked to knowledge base of
digital twin corresponding to the system. Using this retrieval software, a similar system
and its digital system can be acquired according to the original functional understanding.
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Its knowledge base of digital twin is shown in Figure 12b. The establishment process
is as follows:

Step a: Use SolidWorks to build a model of system.
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Step b: Import the established model into the c4d modeling software, and output the
.obj file after rendering the model.

Step c: Import the .obj file into ThingJS’s unique modeling software (DDM) to further
build the system model, and name each twin module to facilitate the use of subsequent
twin models.

Step d: Export ThingJS file, and then import the file into the ThingJS online develop-
ment platform to establish a digital twin model. The data of each module are transmitted
using the Websocket protocol. It is worth mentioning that the data are collected and
transmitted in real time.

Due to software permission restrictions, the data collected by the sensor cannot be
directly transferred into the digital twin model. Therefore, this research uses LABVIEW to
collect and process data and input the processed data into the digital model to complete
the interaction between the entity and the digital model. At the same time, because of the
limitations in the technology, only part of the data in the prototype can be twinned.

Step 4: Evaluate the complexity of the design process of the dust removal system
for solar panel according to the probability of realization of each function. In Schemes A
and B, the degree of coupling among functional elements is straightforward to specify as
the complexity of the design process is 0, which is an effective and complete function set
that can satisfy design requirements. Functions in Scheme A are classified as duplicate
function sets A (FNA), as shown in Figure 13a, in which, fNAi (i = 1,2,3 . . . ) is the code
of each sub-function in scheme A, and functions in Scheme B are classified as duplicate
function sets B (FNB) are shown in Figure 13b, in which, fNBi (i = 1,2,3 . . . ) is the code of
each sub-function in scheme B.

However, the coupling relationship among functional elements in Scheme C is com-
plex. According to DCC theory, the complexity of functional elements in a natural wind
driver should be evaluated one by one, as shown in Figure 13c, and complexity of the
system is reduced through complexity transformation.

In the design process, the rotation of panel is complicated. There is complexity between
the two functions of (1) rotating battery panel and (2) cleaning dust by following wind,
which cannot fulfill design requirement. Analysis shows that conflict between these two
functions is independent of time, that is, realization probability of rotating battery panel is
not time-bounded. After complexity transformation (the principle of time separation), it is
classified as a repetitive function set (C1). The system is set to generate electricity by solar
energy during the day and to remove dust at night to circumvent mutual interference.

Analysis of the entire system and super-system impact shows that a wind speed of
less than 5.5 m/s is not strong enough to blow away dust, which complicates dust removal
function. If not removed in time, dust will accumulate and the system complexity will
increase with time. Therefore, the realization probability of dust removal is related to time
and it is classified as a combination set. It is necessary to add auxiliary function sets, for
example, wind direction detection. Specifically, wind direction should be identified to
orientate the air-amplifying device accordingly, so that wind can enter the device. Wind
speed can be then amplified to achieve a better dust removal effect, and thus realize the
dust removal function.

Step 5: Use the TRIZ tool to solve problems.
After addressing the solution of the system complexity, the functional model and

digital model are established. Three schemes of functional models of a dust removal system
for a solar panel are shown in Figure 14, and digital models of preliminary schemes are
shown in Appendix B.
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As can be seen in Figure 14, there are still some problems in the initially proposed
scheme. In order to make the system complete, these problems need to be analyzed and
solved. The problems existing in the system can be analyzed and solved by TRIZ. The
analysis and solution process of the system is shown in Table 3.

Step 6: Perform scheme screening.
After deciding the final scheme of the system, schemes of the dust removal system for

solar panel are evaluated by specified criteria. Results are presented in Table 4. Scheme C
the natural wind dust removal system for solar panels, was identified to be the best one.
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Table 3. Analysis and solution process of the system.

Scheme Problem TRIZ
General Questions

TRIZ
General Solution

TRIZ
Special Solution Scheme Drawing

A

The goal is to
remove as much

dust as possible, but
too much friction
will wear out the

surface of the battery
panel.

Improve
parameter: Loss of

substance
Deterioration

parameter:
Object-generated
harmful factors

22: Turning harmful
into beneficial

30: Flexible shells or
thin films

33:
Homogeneity
40: Composite

materials

Select 30th invention
principle to get

specific plan:
Change material of
brush and improve
brushing method to

rolling erasing.
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Table 4. Evaluation of schemes.

Evaluation
Conditions Weight Scheme A Scheme B Scheme C

Complexity 0.1 −15 −15 −16
Effect 0.3 7 8 5

Consumption
resource 0.1 −4 −6 −1

Economy 0.25 4 6 7
Constraint
condition 0.25 −2 −3 −1

S —— 0.7 1.05 1.3

Based on selected optimal design, its physical prototype was built as shown in Figure 15a.
Its setup in a server–main display interface is shown in Figure 15b.
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According to the wind force comparison table (Table A4, shown in Appendix C), in
theory, only when wind speed reaches 5.5 m/s or above, can wind remove dust. However,
the in actual test, the effect of dust removal is observable only when wind speed is higher
than 9 m/s.

Wind dust removal device obtained by previous analogy to a Hair dryer is an air
amplification unit based on the Venturi effect and Funnel effect. The operation information
is obtained from knowledge base of digital twin, and ratio of its entry and exit cross-
sectional areas resulting in a magnification of the wind force is less than 2:1 (the actual data
obtained by the digital twin). If the system is designed according to this ratio, only when the
natural wind speed reaches a sufficiently high value, can dust removal structure achieves
predetermined effect, which obviously cannot meet design requirements. Considering that
average wind speed in operating environment of the device is 3.5 m/s, ratio of inlet and
outlet of air amplification unit is modified to be 3:1 by adjusting the structure. In this way,
theoretically, when air inlet speed of air amplification unit is 3.5 m/s (forward-blowing
speed), outlet speed can reach nearly 10 m/s. Wind speed at outlet can blow dust away
from solar panel surface, achieving desired effect.

This dust removal device is a tapered structure, and effect of increased wind speed is
achieved by area difference between inlet and outlet. When heat exchange between gas
and inner wall of the structure is ignored, flow of gas can be analyzed as an adiabatic flow
process:

dA/A =
(

v2/c2 − 1
)

dv/v (8)

where v is flow rate of fluid in the device; c stands for sound velocity, and A represents
section area of the device.
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When flow velocity is less than sound velocity, flow velocity increases with decrease
in device cross-sectional area. According to constant flow Q, inlet and outlet flow of the
device can be expressed as

Q = A1 ∗ v1 = A2 ∗ v2 (9)

where A1 and A2 are cross-sectional areas of inlet and outlet, respectively, v1 and v2 are
flow rates of inlet and outlet fluids, respectively.

That is, flow velocity through inlet and outlet of the device is inversely proportional to
cross-sectional size. The degree of wind speed amplification can be achieved by adjusting
the cross-sectional size of inlet and outlet

Based on the above data and analysis, improvements were made to the air amplifi-
cation device obtained from the hair dryer. Combined with the specific structure of the
solar panel (the actual data obtained by the digital twin) the air amplification device is
designed. The improved system is simulated, and a prototype is made to verify the effect
of the scheme through actual experiments. Simulation results and prototype test process
are shown in Figure 16.
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The actual data obtained through the digital twin plays an important role in the design
of the scheme. The actual data guarantees the reliability in the process from conceptual
design to actual prototype design. Similarly, designing on the basis of actual data ensures
the feasibility of the scheme, which can be confirmed by the approximation of the actual
experimental results and the expected results.

5. Evaluation of the Currently Proposed Method and Solution

To verify the feasibility of the scheme and the effectiveness of the proposed method, a
performance test of the scheme was conducted as follows.

5.1. Discussion of Design Solution

Performance test of the design is shown in Appendix D. A Comparison of the hourly
power output of the solar panels before and after dust removal was used in the experiment.
Experimental results are shown in Appendix E, and data analysis is shown in Figure 17.
From field test results, this device has a significant dust removal effect. Sixteen sets of data
were collected through experimental tests, as shown in Appendix E, where V0 is the output
voltage of solar panels without dust, V1 is the output voltage of solar panels after dust
accumulation, and V2 is output voltage of solar panels after dust removal.

According to the change in the output voltages of the solar panel, the efficiency of
dust removal is calculated by

e f f iciency = |(V2 −V1)/(V1 −V0)| (10)
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Figure 17. Analysis of dust removal efficiency.

From the results in Figure 17, after using the natural wind dust removal system for
solar panels, their power generation efficiency was increased by about 56% compared to
that of the original system, which proves the effectiveness of current scheme.

According to the demand for a dust removal system for solar panels in Step 1 of
Section 4, seven comparative aspects of dust removal system were comprehensively ana-
lyzed. As shown in Table 5, five of these aspects were applicable scenarios, energy for dust
removal, degree of automation, effect of dust removal, and cost. Current design results and
existing systems were compared in terms of these five aspects.

Table 5. Solution comparison.

Aspects Manual Dust Removal High Pressure-Water
Dust Removal

Waterless Robot Dust
Removal

Natural Wind Dust
Removal

Applicable scene Small or home solar
panels

Solar panels in areas
with abundant water

resources

Solar panels in rainy or
low-rain areas

Solar power sites in a
windy and less rainy
area of the northwest

Energy used for dust
removal Water Water Mechanical energy Natural energy

Automaticity Low Medium High High
Effect of dust removal Very good Good Good Good

Cost High labor cost High cost Extremely high cost Low cost

Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages Very good dust
removal effect

Good dust removal
effect

Good dust removal
effect less using water

Good dust removal
effect without water

Disadvantages

Involves the use of
cleaning agents, which
may cause secondary

pollution of the
environment

Requires a lot of water
resources, resulting in

waste of resources

Involves high
construction cost, high

maintenance cost,
expensive lease, and

high driver cost

The effect of dust
removal is unstable
restricted by wind

Comparison in Table 5 shows that manual dust removal and water gun dust removal
require a large amount of water, making them unsuitable for dry areas in view of shortage
of water in these areas and incurring an unreasonably high cost. Waterless robot dedusting
does not require water, but it is not suitable for large-area solar panel dedusting due to high
cost of manufacturing, maintenance, or leasing. Therefore, the current design of natural
wind dust removal system should be the most suitable under the given conditions.
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Solution obtained by the currently proposed M-AID process model mainly uses natural
wind, and there is almost no other energy consumption except for that in detection and
control system, which substantially improves cost-effectiveness for users of solar energy.
According to different usage scenarios, current design has applied for four invention
patents, two of which have been authorized. Advantages and rationality of the case
confirm effectiveness of currently proposed method.

5.2. Discussion of Method

Compared with existing analogy-based design studies [14–18,20,52], the currently
proposed M-AID process model features more rigorous and tangible implementation
steps. It starts from prototype of source systems and combines retrieval of patent library.
In addition, rather than just integrating conceptual schemes to form new conceptual
schemes, it retrieves knowledge base of digital twin for the obtained schemes to yield
more objective and feasible design. The currently proposed model applies real design
information, manufacturing production data, and maintenance information into process
from primitive scheme to detailed design of the system to obtain more realistic schemes.
In process of prototype modeling and testing, real data from the digital twin library also
makes verification results of the case more realistic.

It can be stated that the currently proposed M-AID process model is an effective
innovative design method. Rather than only comparing the function, structure, and
principle of the system for a conceptual design, it combines digital twin technology and
analogy-based design for integrating model data and operating data of the original system
into schemes. The practical applicability of the scheme is substantially improved. From
methodology point of view, the currently proposed M-AID process model makes full use
of existing resource and patent data base to render design process as credible as or even
more credible than other prevailing scientific methods, such as DCC and TRIZ.

6. Conclusions

So far as the current design case of a dust removal system is concerned, the currently
proposed method has been proved feasible. In this study, relevant practical process informa-
tion of existing manufacturing, assembly, and testing systems is used in the design process
to enhance design scheme feasibility. Introduction of real information also reduces the
number of iterations from conceptual scheme to final scheme in design process, and thus
improves the efficiency of innovative design process. In addition, by combining DT, DCC,
and TRIZ, the currently proposed multi-level analogy concept exhibits as new pathway to
enrich analogy design.

The M-AID process model will facilitate the design and development of mechanical
systems and product-service systems. Through multi-analogy, the conceptual scheme
and model of the target system can be obtained, and the feasibility of the scheme can be
improved through model data and operational data contained in the digital twin system.
The currently proposed method improves design efficiency, shortens design cycle, and
saves resources for product innovation process. On this basis, enterprises committed to
developing mechanical and product-service systems can improve the sustainability of their
product design by establishing their own digital twin knowledge base and corresponding
analogy pathway.

Although this research strives to propose new design methods, the limitations are
also obvious. When different companies build their own knowledge bases of digital twins,
the software and concepts they use may vary substantially. The amount of data obtained
through the digital twin is substantial which may reduce scalability and flexibility. Our
further research will consider how to enable designers to better select appropriate data. This
study proposes a product digital twin model using the analogy method for similar functions
and structures; however, it does not consider in detail constraints by environments or other
conditions, which may lead to a lack of proficiency in the schemes obtained by analogy.
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Therefore, our further research will also consider a more detailed analogy process to match
digital twin technology with an intelligent retrieval method.
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M-AID Multi-analogy innovation design
DCC Design-centric complexity
TRIZ Theory of Inventive Problem Solving
DT Digital twin
ABD Analogy-based design
S-B-F Structure–Behavior–Function
V Verb
N Noun
A Act
T Target
EO Execution object
Fi, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . Function
Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . Act
Ti, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . Target
EOi, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . Execution object
vi, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . Flow rate of the fluid in the device

Appendix A

Table A1. Function and principle of FNA.

FNA V N EOsimilar Asimilar Tsimilar

1 Drive Motor 3 Control
system Drive Motor 3

2 Spray Water Control
system Spray Water

3 Supply Electrical
energy Cell Provide

power
Control
system

4 Drive Swing arm Mechanical
structure Drive Swing arm

5 Clean Solar cell
panel Swing arm Clean Solar cell

panel

6 Generate Electricity Solar cell
panel Generate Electricity
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Table A1. Cont.

FNA V N EOsimilar Asimilar Tsimilar

7 Depot Electricity Cell Depot Electricity

8 Supply Electricity Cell Provide
power Light sensor

9 Detect Light
intensity Light sensor Detect Sunlight

10 Rotate
horizontally

Solar cell
panel

Horizontal
motor

Rotate
horizontally

Solar cell
panel

11 Rotate
vertically

Solar cell
panel

Vertical
motor

Rotate
vertically

Solar cell
panel

12 Drive Motor 1 Control
system Drive Motor 1

13 Drive Motor 2 Control
system Drive Motor 2

14 Irradiate Solar cell
panel Sunlight Irradiate Solar cell

panel

15 Adhere Solar cell
panel Dirt Adhere Solar cell

panel

Table A2. Function and principle of FNB.

FNB V N EOsimilar Asimilar Tsimilar

1 Drive Water pump Control
system Drive Water pump

2 Compress Water flow Control
system Compress Water flow

3 Control Water tap Control
system Control Water tap

4 Rinse Solar cell
panel

Compressed
water Rinse Solar cell

panel

5 Generate Electricity Solar cell
panel Generate Electricity

6 Depot Electricity Cell Depot Electricity

7 Supply Electricity Sell Provide
power Light sensor

8 Supply Electricity Cell Provide
power

Control
system

9 Detect Light
intensity Light sensor Detect Sunlight

10 Rotate
horizontally

Solar cell
panel

Horizontal
motor

Rotate
horizontally

Solar cell
panel

11 Rotate
vertically

Solar cell
panel

Vertical
motor

Rotate
vertically

Solar cell
panel

12 Drive Motor1 Control
system Drive Motor1

13 Drive Motor2 Control
system Drive Motor2

14 Irradiate Solar cell
panel Sunlight Irradiate Solar cell

panel

15 Adhere Solar cell
panel dirt Adhere Solar cell

panel
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Table A3. Function and principle of FNC.

FNC V N EOsimilar Asimilar Tsimilar

1 Promote Dirt Air Promote Dirt

2 Detect Wind
velocity

Wind speed
sensor Detect Wind

velocity
3 Amplify Air speed Air amplifier Amplify Air

4 Purge Solar cell
panel

Amplified
wind Purge Solar cell

panel

5 Detect Direction of
wind

Direction
sensor Detect Direction of

wind

6 Generate Electricity Solar cell
panel Generate Electricity

7 Depot Electricity Cell Depot Electricity

8 Supply Electricity Cell Provide
power Light sensor

9 Supply Electricity Cell Provide
power

Control
system

10 Detect Light
intensity Light sensor Detect Sunlight

11 Rotate
horizontally

Solar cell
panel

Vertical
motor

Rotate
horizontally

Solar cell
panel

12 Rotate
vertically

Solar cell
panel

Horizontal
motor

Rotate
vertically

Solar cell
panel

13 Drive Motor 1 Control
system Drive Motor 1

14 Drive Motor 2 Control
system Drive Motor 2

15 Irradiate Solar cell
panel Sunlight Irradiate Solar cell

panel

16 Adhere Solar cell
panel Dirt Adhere Solar cell

panel
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Appendix C

Table A4. Wind speed comparison table.

Level Wind Speed
(m/s) (km/h) Phenomenon on the Ground Height of the

Waves (m)

0 0.0–0.2 <1 Smoke moves straight up. 0.0

1 0.3–1.5 1–5 Smoke is blown away by the
wind. 0.1

2 1.6–3.3 6–11 Leaves rustle loudly. 0.2
3 3.4–5.4 12–19 Branches swing. 0.6

4 5.5–7.9 20–28 Dust, paper, and sand are
blown up by the wind. 1.0

5 8.0–10.7 29–38 Small trees sway. 2.0
6 10.8–13.8 39–49 It is difficult to lift umbrellas. 3.0
7 13.9–17.1 50–61 It is difficult to walk. 4.0
8 17.2–20.7 62–74 Tree branches are blown away. 5.5
9 20.8–24.4 75–88 Tiles are blown away. 7.0
10 24.5–28.4 89–102 Trees are uprooted. 9.0
11 28.5–32.6 103–117 Major damage is inflicted. 11.5
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Number V0 (V) V1 (V) V2 (V) η%

1 12.44 11.13 11.76 48.09
2 11.76 11.13 11.45 50.79
3 12.04 11.35 11.71 52.17
4 12.21 10.95 11.59 50.79
5 11.83 11.29 11.57 51.85
6 12.14 11.08 11.65 53.77
7 12.11 11.12 11.67 55.56
8 11.83 11.13 11.52 55.71
9 12.11 11.04 11.61 53.27
10 12.08 11.15 11.68 56.99
11 12.24 11.14 11.77 57.27
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